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PARENT.CHILD RELATIONS IN EAST AND VEST
GERTvTANY SHORTLY AFTER THE FALL OF THE VALL

by Marc Szydlikl

Abstract

This paper addresses the perceived closeness of tüe relation between
East and'West German adult children andtheirparents who no longer
live ia the srrne household. The empirical analyses are based on the
German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP). They show that East
German family relations are closer than'West German relations.
Regarding the causes for closer or weaher relations for East and'West
Germans there are borh sirnilar-ities and differences. For example, the
empirical analyses indicate differences regarding the imponance of
*andard of living, birth cohon, and religion.

Introduction

Since tüe fall of the Berlin l7all the East German family has been
exposed to profound changes. Among these the drastically decreased
feniliry rate, the high unemployment rate, especidly of womea, and
the reduction of the n'umber of day-nurseries and kindergarrens only
represent the tip of ttre iceberg. These changes affect not only the
nuclear family but in panicular the ortended family. It can be
assumed, fes s:(amFle, that intergenerational relations are not only
affected by the changed economic and culrurd siruation in East
Germany but also by the greater geographical distance berween
individual households due to migration to'Wesr Germany or within
East Germany.

Hence intergenerational relations in East Germany represent an
especially iateresting and prornising field of research, especially in
light of curreat and likely furure changes in the Easr German facrily.
A crrrrent concern isthenanrre of intergeneratiood relations between
ycung adaptable adult chil&en andtheirparenrs, who ocome from a
traditiond socio-culrural rnilisu' (Ktihnel, 1990:38). And as we look
funher into the future, a key quesrion is whether East German
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intergenerational relations will increasingly be marked by a
confrontation between family members with a distincr East German
socialization and those who have grown up in the nnewn Germany.

In order to analyze any developments, it is necessary to portray
the initial situation first. Thus ttris paper aims at depicting East
German intergenerationd relations shortly afrer the fall of the Berlin
wall and comparing East German and'West German intergenerational
relations. This approach seems to be most appropriate, nor leasr
because it permits us to identify special features of the East German
e:aended family comparedto the lütrest Gerrnan family and vice versa.
At the same time, a comparison between East German and'West
German intergenerational relations is helpful in developing
predictions about the extent and the narure of future changes in the
East German family - at least if assuming that East German
intergenerationai relations will become more similarto those in West
Germany rather than the other way round.

This paper focuses on the perceived closeness of the relation
berween adult children and their parents (and vice versa) who no
longer live in the same household.2 It addresses rwo main quesrions:
How close is the relation between East German and'$7est German
adult children and their parents in general? And why are certain
intergenerational relations closer than orhers?

In this respecr parents and children do not necessarily share the
same opinion about their relation. Several analyses for the United
States show that generally parents tend to report closer relations to
their children than vice versa @engtson and Kuyp ers, l97l;Rossi and
Rossi, 1990; Clausen, 1993:116f.; Moen, 1993:259; Giarrusso,
Bengtson and Stallings, 1994). Bengtson and Kuypers explain this by
suggesting that generations have different inreresrs and also invest
differently in relations ("different investment or "stake" in the
relationship", Bengtson and Kuypers ,1971; Giarrusso, Bengtson, and
Stallings, t994:227). Parents are assumed to be more likelv to be
interested in the continuity of values, which have prover, to be
important for their own lives and in close relations within the familv
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they founded. Thus, they tend to overemphasbe intergenerational
solidarity and to play down conflicts with their children. Young
adults, however, are assumed to be more interested in disassociating
themselves from their parenß, especially in regard to vdues and social
relations. Thus they are supposed to have a tendency to play down
intergenerational solidariry and to overemphasize intergenerational
conflicts (" Intergenerational Stake " - hypothesis) .

Concerning the closeness of intergenerational relations in the
former GDR/East German/, contrasting hypotheses can be
proposed. On the one hand, East German family relations may be
closer than those in'West Germany for several reasons. First, for
example, there was (especially in case of younger people) less socid
mobiliry - thus generations were less separated from one another (see
Hofmann and Rink, 199 32279 ; Mayer and Solga, 199 4). Additiondly,
in a sociery where the availabiliry of goods was limited, close social
relations might have been more important because of their function
as exchange networks (Kohli, 1994; Szydlik, 1994:210). And
especially, t}e retreat of the East Gerrnan citizens into privacy
enhances the importance of family relations. This is true dl tle more
if the family is also seeo as a kind of "community against the 'system'n

(Diewald, 1995) againsr whom all others are perceived as opponents
(Srubar, t99 l:424; Kühnel, 1990).

On the othn hand,there are arguments supporting the thesis that
intergenerationd relations in the GDR were weaker than those in
'West 

Germany. These arguments are based on factors such as the high
number of divorces and the less available time for the family. In
addition, the state tried to control the individual's life course as much
as possible and made, for example, the transfer of capital between
family generations much more difficult (Kohli, 1994251f.).
Furthermore: How open and honest could one deal with others
without having one's own loydry to the regime questioned? Might
there even have been atr atmosphere cf fear, mistrusi, andcorruption,
and a general destruction of personal relations (see Engler, 1991;
Schröder, 7992:4; Pollack, 1993; Diewdd, 1995)?
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The paper consists of four parts: First, I will present four general

factors likely to affect the closeness cf intergeneraticnal relations,

namely: oppoffunity struc[ures, need strucntres, family structures'

and cultural-contextual structures. Second, I will describe the

database, the operationeliz-ation of the variables and the statisticd

model. The third part presents the empiricd rezults. It discusses and

cosrpares intergenerationd relations in East Germany and'West

Germany andanalyzes the reasons responsible for more or less close

relations between adult cbil&en and their parents (and vice versa).

Last some concluding remarks will be offered.

Oppornrnity, Need, Family, and Cultural'Contextual Structures

Four generd facors are suggested as inlluencing the closeness of

relations between adult children and their parents: oppornrniry

stnrctures, need structures, family structures' and cultural-contextual

structures. The first two structures refer to individud characteristics,

the later rwo refer to fanily and societal factors. All four strucrures

include determinants which can either improve or impede family

relations.3

Opportunity struc$res facilitate, promote, hinder or prevent
socid interaction. If relations, be they intergenerational or other, are
expected to be intense, they have to be cultivated. This kind of
cultivation needs oppornrnities, that is there has to be enough
available tirne to nourish the relationships, for instance. Another
determinant is geographical disance between the households of the
adult chiidren and those of their parents. Greater distances can lead
to different kinds of interactions (for example, planned vs.
spontaneous meetings, writing letters vs. phoning). Also, greater
distances reduce the possibilities for adult children and their parents
to talk to and see each other more often and longer (see De'Wit,
'Wister, 

and Burch, 1988; Frankel and De'Wit, 1989; Marbach,7994;
Lawton, Silverstein, and Bengrso n, 199 4).

Need structures indicate the extent to which individuals need
intergenerational relations. Needs can be of. arr economic nature, for
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example, if the parents' pension is too small or if children need to be

supported while going to university. Also, people may be forced to

accept help when experiencing health problems. There are also
emotional needs (i.e. in the case of difficult situations and decisions).

Family structures, for example, include the expected and the
actual distribution of roles concerning the generation and
maintenance of family bonds. A key question is which family
member has responsibiliry for cultivating relations with relatives
outside one's own household. Traditionally, this mslc is fulfilled by
the women in the family, and severd surveys show that the function
of the kinkeeper is still being carried out primarily by women. Also,
women are not only most likely to take care of their relatives, but
they also maintain closer personal relations with them (see, for
example, Rosenthal, 1985; Rossi and Rossi, 1990:279,360f.; Singly'
1993; Troll, 1993). Thus animportant factorconcerningthe closeness
of intergeneratiooal relations might be the sex-specificity of the dyad.
That is, do parent-child relations refer to those between mothers and
daughters, mothers and sons, fathers and daughters or fathers and sons
- or vice versd Other relevant aspects of family structures are the
number offamily monb*4 the existence of. cbildren in the household,
and the exisrence and number of. siblings (see Troll, 1993:147).
Acnrally, the whole socielization of individuals inthe farnilymay dso
influence relations berween adult children and their parents. This may
involve former fanily events, even from early childhood.

Cultural-contextud structures represent conditions within
which intergenerational relations are developed and expressed.
Different culrural contexts (e.g. nationaliry, region, birth, cohort,
social  status and rel igion) can lead to more or less close
intergenerational relations. For example, Szydlik (1995) finds that the
intergenerationd relations among foreigners in Germany are much
closer than those among 

'Süest 
Germans. Thus, corresponding

differences between East and 
'West 

Germans may be due to
culturd-contextud structures. Belonging to a certain birtb cobort can
dso have a significant influence on the closeness of intergenerational
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relations. Besides demographic differences, such as the number of
relatives, also specific historical events as well as 'zeitgeiste" may lead
to different attitudes and behaviours which affect intergenerationd
relations. According to this line of reasoning, one could assume, for
exa:rrple, that the members of the so-called 'Protest generation' of
1968 have relatively less close relations with tleir parents than
members of other cohorts. As for social status, people with a higher
education may treat each other more politely by virnre of their
relatively higher cultural capital @ourdieu, 1983) or, Parents may
prefer those children who achieve bemer results at school (Singly,
1993 : 1 8Of.). Alternatively, Moen (199 3:252) cites snrdies which claim
that in contrast to middle class families' mothers and daughters of
working class families have good relations. Another aspect of
cultural-contexnrd structures is religioas afi.liation ltcan be assumed
that due to explicit and implicit commandments and prohibitions (i.e'
the fifrh commandment to honor one's father and mother), members
of a church, particularly active members, will report closer
intergenerationd relations than non-members.

Sarnple, Operationdization, and Statistical Model

Sample

The database for the empirical analyses is the German Socio-
economic Panel (GSOEP, see ProjektgrupPe' 1993; \üilagner,

Burkhauser, and Behringer, 1993). For the nformern Federal Republic
of Germany (including Berlin-\7est), information on persons,
families, and households have been collected since 1984. The
GSOEP-\flest staned with 72,290 respondents n 5,92l households.
Since then, the same persons and households have been interviewed
once every year. The first wave of the GSOEP-East was conducted
before the currenry, econornic and social union on July 1st, 1990
(including 4,453 persons in 2,179 households).GsoEP respondents
are asked to ansv/er a number of the same questions annually (to get
information on stabiliry and change) as well as new questions on
certain main topics introduced in each wave. The following analyses
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are mainly based on the main topic of the eighth SOEP-wave ("Family
and Social Services') conducted n 1991.

The analyses include only East Germans and'Sflest Germans;
foreigners are not included here. The question from the surwey used
in this paper could be answered in the following five ways: 'My

relat ionship to this person is . . .  very close, close, in be-
tween/mediocre, only weak, no relation at all." Among other things
it was differentiated becween mothers, fathers, daughters, and sons.
In this paper the units of analysis are dyads (not households or
persons). Dyads are relations between two individuals. For example,
one dyad represents the relation between a daughter and her mother
while the relation between the sarne daughter and her father is another
dyad.

Opaationalization

Thetimevariable is generatedby addingthenumber of hours devoted
to six ki',d5 of activities (worVapprenticeship, errands, housework,
care of children, education and further education/learning, repairs)
every workday. In the GSOEP, five categories are used to measure
the geographical disunce between parent and adult children
households: in the sarne house, in the neighborhood, in the same to's/n
but more than 15 minutes awayby foot, in anothertown but within
one hour reach, far remote.

Responses concerning 'satisfaction with one's sundard of lioing"
and with the 'state of one's heahb' could range dong eleven values
(from "totdly unsatisfied" rc 'totdly satisfied"). Mariul stztus is
divided into the following categories: no steady partnership, married
but living separately, steady partnership, but panner does not live in
the same household, steady partnership with partner living in the
same household, married and li"iog in the same household.

Sex-specificity of the dyad means that it is differentiated between
mothers and daughters, mothers and sons, fathers and daughters and
fathers and soas (and vice versa). The numbq of farnily metnbqs is
generated by adding up the parents, children, grandparents,
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grandchildren and siblings. In the few cases where there were rnore
than ten family members, the corresponding value was put at n1O'.

In order to avoid potential multicollinearity (there must not be any
linear relations between some of the independent variables; see, for
example, Gujarati, 1988:283ff) by including both the number of
family members and the number of siblings in the same model, the
significance of siblings is estimated with a corresponding dummy
variable (siblings (1/0): Yes/No). The sa:ne applies rc the existence
of childrm in the houseboldwho are not older than 16 years.

The parents are divided into six birth cohorts (born before 1910,
7910-19t9, 1920-1929, t93U1939 , 1940-1949 , born after 1949) and the
adult children into five (born before 1940, 194U1949, L95U1959,
1960-7969, born after 1969). lüffuh regard to the leuel of educationrhe
following six categories apply to East Germans: No school-leaving
cefüficate, completion 6f 6ainingin 8th grade, completion of training
in 10th grade, 'Abitur' (upper secondary leaving certificate),
university degree and other school-leaving cerdficarc/no ,nswer, and
the following six to'West Germans: No school-leaving certificate,
"Hauptschulabschluß" (lower secondary school-leaving certificate),
"Realschulabschluß" (intermediate school-leaving certificate),
"Abirur" (upper secondary leaving certificate), university degree and
otler school-leaving certificete/no answer. ln regard to religious
ffiliation, the GSOEP data differentiate between people of the
Catholic, Protestant or other Christian religious communiry,
members of other religious communities and non-members. Due to
the smdl number of cases, persons who belong to Christian
communities other than Catholic or Protestant and members of other
religious communities are put into the same category.

Saüstical Modcl

Since the dependent variable is based on an ordinal scde wirh a rising
order of rank (see above), it is advisable to estimate ordered probit
models (see Maddala, 1983). The corresponding formula (Maddda
7983:47) reads as follows:
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Yt : 9'*i + ui (i: !,2,...,n),u; - N(0,1)

Y; represents the latent closeness of the relation, x stands for the

explanatory variables and u rePresents the error term. Y; is

,rrrtbse*ed but it is known to which of the m categories it belongs.

It belongs to theph category if

cr;-1 ( Yi S 0j (t : 1,2...,m)

ln other words:

I i n : 0 i f  Y i < 0

l i f o < Y ; ( a ,

2rf.e., ( Y;<cr,

mif Y, ) c,*

The Closeness of Intergenerational Relations of East and \fest
Genrrans

Figure 1 shows the percentages rePorting close or very close relations
2sssrding to different rypes of relationships. The fint eight columns
represent the respective percentage of the mother-daughter,
mother-son, fatherdaughter and father'son dyads (and vice versa),
where the respondents reponed having a close or very close relation
to this person, respectively. Thus, for example,9l.7o/o of the rü7est

German womeq who have a daughter living outside their own
household say they have a close relationship with that daughter.

The data in Figure 1 (nort page) clearly do not support the notion
of general generational conflicts in the sense of the traditional proverb
"out of sight, out of mind". Most Parents have at least a close relation
with their aduh children, and most adult children at least tdk about
close relations wittr their parents. At the same time, the perceived
closeness of intergenerational relations does depend on the
sex-specificity of the dyad. In general, mothers and daughters have
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Fisure 1: Percentages With Close or Very Close Intergenerational
" Retations According to Relation Types

West Germans East  Germans
S o n _ F r t h a t

O r ! g h t a r - F r l h a a
S o n ' M c i h a a

g . u g h l . t - M o l h a r

'  
F r l h a r ' S o n

F ! t h . r _ 0 r u g  h t a r
M o l h c t _ S o n

M o t h . a - D r u !  h l a r

E r o t h o  r - g r o t h a r
g r o l h . r - S l . l c r

S l a l r r - B t o l h c r
S i s ! a r _ S i a t . r

G  r e  o  d  r  o  n  _  G .  D  r  r a  n  t a

G  r .  n  a l  d  I  u .  -  G ,  p  r t .  n  t  t

G r a n d l r t h o r - G . c h i l t l
G  r s  n d m  g !  h s  r - G . c h  I  l d

M r h - O t h o r  R . l t t i v o t

W o n r n - O t h a r  R € l a t i Y a

F o r h a r  W l l a

F o r m . r  H u a b r n d

Database: Tt'. #;-.*'"il,"';*.i: ^ri",r,ii # *"" tä l!"t,
weighted results, own calculations.

the closest relation, followed by the relations between mothers and

sons, fathers and daughrcrs and fathers and sons.

Generaily, parents talk more often of close and very close

intergenerational relations than adult children. This confirms the

lntergenerational Stake hypothesis both for East Germany and'$(est

Gerrnany.

\0'ith the exception of fatler-child dyads, these andyses also

confirm the hypothesis that, in generd, East Germans have cioser

parent{hild relations than'West Germans. The closest relations can

be found between East German mothers and daughters, the least close

ones berween'West German sons ald fathers. At the same time, there

is a greater difference between East German and'$flest German adult

cbiLdrenthan between East German and'West Germanparents. Thus,

excluding the daughter-mother relations, there are greater differences

concerning the perceived intergenerational closeness between'West

, t, 6 %Z,m@@ry//v' 
-'* """ " ""'/' """2/ a 1, 5

g 2  8 5 , 6

ts.g w-M--'"-. '- "*-ot tt,t
oe .e  -  .  _ |= - - lne '8
ls.6V///// ' /4%Utf4'" '1ff i,7////4.-"v--'-- '-s2,1

e l , s l  I  l e o ' z

a z , g l  |  1 5 8

2 5 , 7
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German parents and children than there are between East German
parents and children.

The statement that intergenerational relations of East and rü7est

Germans are generally close is contestable, however, if these
intergenerationd relations are not being compared with other
relations. On t}re one hand, close relations between parents and
children are dso confirmed by US-American studies (for example,
Rossi and Rossi, 1990; Giarrusso, Bengrson, and Stallings, 1994). On
the other, the specid closeness of parent<hild and child-parent
relations becomes especially norewofthy in comparison with other
family relations. For example, the p.r".ot"g.-of reported close
relations in German brother-brother dyads is47o/o,that between men
and other relatives, with whom they are in closer conract (aunts,
uncles, etc.) is 2|o/o,that between women and their former husband
is 5olo and that berween 

'!7est 
German grandchildren and their

grandparents is 42o/o. Sirnilar high values as observed in the case of
parent-chi ld relat ions can only be found among
grandparent-grandchildren dyads (where the difference between rhe
perceived closeness of the relations between grandparents and
grandchildren clearly su{passes that between parenrs and children).

At the same time, the resulm verify that it is not only the relations
between parents and children that are perceived as closer among East
Germans in contrast to'West Germans but also the relations between
siblings (except the relations between sisrers) and those between
grandchildren and grandparents.

Reasons for the Closeness of Intergenerational Relations of East
and'Vest Gennans

V/'hy are some intergenerational relations perceived to be closer than
others? To what exrent do East Germans and\fest Germans differin
that respect? Figures 2 and.3 show the respective percenrages
reporting very close intergenerational relations according to 12
variables representing the four determinant groups posited above (see
section 2). Figure 2 refers to the relation berween parents and their
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Percentages With Very Close Parmt-Child Relations

West Germans
Figure 2:

M o r a  t r a t  ! l D a
L a a a  t r a a  t l h a

S r d a  t o v n
D l t l a a a n t  l o v D

L o r  l l v l A g  l t a n d t r d
H l g h  l l Y l n C  r t . n d . r d

8 . d  h o . l t h
G o o d  h . r l t h

N o  p t r l D . t
S p o u a a  I n  h o u r c h c l C

M  o  t  h . . -  D .  u g  h  l .  r -  D y r d
F . t h . r - S  o n - D y r d

l - 5  t ! h l l y  D . h b a r a
M o r a  l h ! n  6  n r h b a r !

O - 1  t l b l i n g r
M o r a  t h a n  1  r i b l i n 9

C h i l d  l r  h o u . . h o l d
N g  c h l l d  I n  h o u . . h .

A o r n  1 9 4 O - t 9 4 9
B o r a  ! t i o r  1 9 d e

H ! u p t r c h u l e / 8 .  c l . s r
U n l v . . r l i y

N o n - d e n g h i n ! t i o n a l
C ! t h o l l c

' 1 0 0  8 0  6 0  4 o  2 0  0  2 0

Database: The Socio-economic Panel, analyses
weighted results, own calculations.

4 0  6 0  8 0  1 0 0

for the year 1991,

Figure 3: Percentages With Very Close Child-Parent Relations

East  Germans
M  o r a  l r c c  t  l o a
L . a r  t r o a  t l h a

S ! n a  l o w n
D l t l a a a h t  t g w n

L o w  l l Y l n g  E l ! n d ! r d
H j g h  l l v l n g  a t r n d a r d

8 ! d  h . ! l l h
G o o d  h . ! l t h

N o  p a r t n s r

S p o u E a  I n  h o u . a h o l d

O a u g h t o r - M o l h . r - D y a d
S  o h - F . t  h .  r - D y r d

l - 5  t ! m l l y  h . n b e r .
M o r a  t h a n  5  m 6 n b e r 6

0 - 1  ß i b l l n g !
M o r e  t h ! n  f  a i b l i D 0

C h l l d  I n  h o u 3 . h o l d
N g  c h l l d  i n  h o u r e h ,

E o r n  1 9 4 O - 1 9 a 9
B o r n  ! f l e r  1 9 6 9

H a u 9 t 6 c h u l . . / 8 .  c l s r !
U n i v o r a l t y

N o h - d o D o h i h s t i o n a l
C . t h o l i c

1 0 0  a o  6 0  a 0  2 0  0  2 0

Database: The Socio-economic Panel, analyses
weighted results, own calcuiations.

4 0  6 0  a o  l 0 o

for the year 1991,

East Germans

West  Germans
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Table 1: Ordered Probit Models: Reasons for the Closeness of
Intergenerational Relations in West and East Germany

75

Parents-Children
West East

Children-Parents
West East

Time (hom/day)

Samc housc
Neighborhood
S m c t o m ( >  1 5 n i n . )
Diff. tom (< I hour)

Living standard

Health

Sep. from spouse
Panncr in diff. hh
Panner in household
Spouse in household

Father-Sou/Son-Falher
Father-Dau. /Dau. -Father
Moüer-Son/Son-Mother

Number of fm.mmbers

Siblings

Children in household

Bom before l9l0
Bom l9l0-19öeforc'40
Bom 1920-29/1950-59
Born 1930-39/1960-69
Bom after'49laher'69

No ccnificate
'Hauptschulc"/8ü class
"Realschule"/lOth class
"Abirur'
Other cenificatc

Caüolic
Protestaat
Othcr affiliation

Constanr
M U l
M U 2
M U 3

0 .018 "  0 .011
1.069" 1.290"
0.533" 0.,145"
0.301" 0.083
0.184" 0.095

Need Structures
0.037" 4.004
0.019' 0.024'

-0.210 -0.314'
4.133 -0.375
-0.383" -0.607"
0 .168 '  0 . 138

Family Structures
{.481" -0.504"
4.342" 4-430"
-0.184" -0.223"

0.001 0.003
-0-061 0.108
0.084 -0.179'

Cultural-Contextual

-0.541" 4.561"
{ . J J  I  i l . z  t U
-0.340" {.392"
-0.012 4.031"
0.006 -0.048

-0.053 4. I l8'

Structures

0.104 0.166
0. t 14' 4.036
0.254" 0.219"
0.023 0.097
0.06r -0.290
4.074 4.243"
0.046 -0.121

4.039 4.236'
{.064 4.286
0.15s" 0.093
0 .110 '  0 .186 "
0.271' 0.273

1 .318 "  1 .779 "
0.363" 0.274"
1.366" 1.094"
2.483" 2.167"

Opportunity Structure5

0.010'  0.006
0.948" 0.900"
0.613" 0.620"
0.342" A.296"
0.239" 0.27s"

0.053" 0.021'
0.020' 0.044"
4.282" {.102
4.221" -0.181
-0.187" 4.249'
4.t44' {.039

0.315' 4.221
0 .121  4 .128
0-183'  0.030
0.088 0.069
0.742" 0.142
4.484' -0.366
4.006 4.031
0.144 4.005
0.226 0-070

4.074 0. 196
0.319" -0.009
0.151'  0.050
0. l 84 4.367

1.263" 1.748"
0.247" 0.191"
1.081" 0.786"
2.353" '  1.816"

3698 2l'4l 5390 397

Daubasc: The Socio-economic Panel, analyses for thc year i991, no weighing factor, own
calculilions. Dependent variable: closeness of the relatioa bctween parcns and their adulr
childm- R€fercnce groups: Far rcmote, no st€dy p:nnership, motber{augbter{yad, bom
1940-1949, univcrsity degree, non-member. Coefficient significant lo tbc ** < 0.01- and
r < 0.05-Lcvel.
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children, Figure 3 to the relation between children and their parents.
For example, in Figure 2 we see that 48.4o/o of the rüflest German
parents with greater time resources talk about a very close
relationship with their cbildren.

Table 1 documents the results of the ordered probit models.a Also
in this case it is differentiated berween the relations of parents and
children and children and parents in East and \[est Germany.
Furthersrore, although not shown in this paper, a distinction is made
between East German and S?'est German mother-daughter,
mother-son, father-daughter and father-son relations as well as
between daughter-mother, son-morher, daughter-father and
son-father relations.s Vhen interpreting the renrlts for the single
factors, these different perspectives are taken into accounr
simultaneously.

The coefficients can be interpreted as the probability the
corresponding respondents belong to one higher category of the
dependent variable.

Opportunity structures: In contrast to theoretical assumptions, it
seems to be the case that persons with less time show closer
intergenerational relations than those with more rime. This is
especially true of women (with the exception of Vest German
daughters - even if the correspondi''g coefficient for East Germans is
not significant, there is a clear significant effect for East German
mother-daughter and daughter-mother dyads, respectively). In
generd, the available dme resource has no effec for men (with the
exception of 

'\üüest 
German fatherdaughter relations). This speaks for

and specifies the kinkeeper-funcdon of women. The results suggesr
that - at least regarding the time opporruniry $rucrures - it is qualiry
that counts, not quantiry (see Schütze and'Wagner, 1991:3OO).

Concerning geographical distance, theoretical expectations are
clearly confirmed: in generd, a grearer geographical distance is
associated with less close intergenerational relations. This is shown
by both the figures and the rable. [n comparison with the reference
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category (dy"&, where children and parents live in another town
which cannot be reached within an hour) all other groups clearly
show positive and highly significant coefficients. The opportunity for
visiting the parents or the child spontaneously and without greater
efforts clearly leads to a closer relation. The greater the geographical
distance between the relatives, the weaker the relation. This applies
to East Germans as well as to 

'West 
Germans.

Need structures: In general, greater economic needs do not lead to
closer intergenerational relations. On the contrary, the more satisfied
one is with one's standard of living, the closer the relation to one's
relatives of the other generation. This might be traced back to the
assumption that those with greater needs place a burden on family
relationships. But note that in the case of East German parents
satisfaction with one's *andard of living has no effect on their
relations.

In general, bed beahb does not lead to closer intergenerational
relations, eitler in East, or in'West Germany. On the contrary, the
sicker the parents and the children respectively, the less close they
experience their relation to the relative of the other generation. This
could be explained by the reduced oppornrnities for joint activities
which could eventualiy lead to alienation. Also, greater strains, for
example, due to nursing care can have a negative effect on
intergenerationd relations (see \fagner and Settersten, 1996).

Based on these analyses ,marital stztus turns out to be an especidly
imporcant variable for rü7est German children. Figure 3 shows that
half of the'$(est German adult children without a partner talk about
very close intergenerationd relations. ln the case of those who are
li"irg with their spouse, this applies to less than a third. Thus it can
be assumed tha t  s ing le  persons  are  more  dependent  on
intergenerationd reladons, sincc their needs for attention, respect and
advice, etc. are not sa-isfied by a partner. At the same time the
multivariate andyses indicate that these needs of the adult children
are mainly satisfied by their mothers.
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Family structures: \üfith regard to the sex-Eecificity of the dya^,
Figures 2 and 3 as well as the multivariate andyses confirm and
differentiate the results, shown in Figure 1: in generd, men have less
close intergenerational relationships, and these results are similar for
East and'\üfest Germany.

The same applies to the siblingvariable, with the difference that
there are no significant effects at dl, either in East, or in 

'West

Germany. The namber offarnily members as well as t}e exisrence of
children in the bousehold, on the other hand seems to be rather
important in the case of East German intergenerational relations.6
This is another piece of evidence for the greater significance of family
relations and family constellations in East Germany, although it
should be mentioned that the empirical results concerning these
variables are not totally clear.

Cultural-contextual structures: Regarding the birth cohort for both
parents and children, I concentrate on parents born between 1940 and
1949. These roughly represent the 'protest generarion" of 1968. The
andyses indicate that, compared to other cohorts, members of the
protest generation not only get along with their parenrs less well but
at the sarne time also have less close relations with their own children.
This, however, only applies to the relations berween \flest German
sons born between 1940 and 1949 and their fathers and'S7est German
fathers born between 1940 and 1949 and their daughters and sons.7
These intergenerational relationships might be affected by conflicts
arising from the National Socialist past of the parent (generation) as
well as from the special demands of the 1968 generations' fathers on
their children. Such cohort effects do not appear in the case of East
Germans, thereby indicating that the special conflicrs between
parents of the protest generation and their children, and vice versa, is
limited to'Wesr Germany (see Kohli, t994).

Although the descriptive analyses show some effects of the leael
of educationthese almost disappear when the multivariate analyses are
carried out. Flowever, especially in the case of East German
daughters, a universiry degree seerns to go dong with a closer reladon
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to the parents. Thus it seems that, if higher education has any effect
on the closeness of intergenerationd relations at all, ir is a positive
one (Singly, 1993: 180f.).

\flith regard to religious afiliation, there are especidly greet
differences between East and rVest Germans. On the one hand, there
are much fewer East Germans who are members of a church and, on
the other hand, even if they are members, the church seems to be a
relat ively less imporranr cul tural  contexr in regard to
intergenerational relations (except in the case of protestant children).

Conclusion

ln general, East German family relations are perceived to be closer
than'$7est German ones. This can be traced back to the lesser, for
example, social mobility in the GDR, the importance of exchange
nerworks, the retreat of East German citizens into privacy, and the
defensive poscuring of the family against the system. In conrrasr,
factors zuch as the high number of divorces, the less available time for
tfie family, as well as an atmosphere of fear and mistrust do nor appear
to have made intergenerationd relations among East Germans less
close than those of rü(est Germans.

\ühen anaJyzing(the closeness of) intergenerational relations it is
important to differentiate berween parenr-child and child-parent
relations. Parents tend to report of closer relations to their children
than vice versa. This confirms the Intergenerarional stake hypothesis
both for East Germans and rVesr Germans. The closest relarions are
those between East Gerrnan mothers and daughrers, rhe least close
täose between'West German sons and fathers.

Although there are a number of similarities berween East and
\7est Gerrrans with regard to the reasons for closer or weaker
intergenerational relations, there are also a number of striking
differences. \(hen comparing the importance of single determinants
in the sense of a rank order between East and 

'tüüest 
Germans,

however, there are more similarities than differences.8 In the case of
East Germans as well as of \7est Germans no determinant group
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(opportuniry structures, need structures, family structures and
cultural-contextual structures) stan& out. On the other hand, none
of them should be neglected. In both parts of the country the
geographical distance between children and parent households as well
as the sex-specificity of the dyad are of specid importance. It is also
clear that health $atus has a greater effec on intergenerational
relations in East Germany than in \üfesr Germany, whereas standard
of living plays a more important role in'Sfest Germany. This might
be explained by the lesser social mobility and inequaliry in the GDR.

The strongest differences between East and\Jilest Germany occur
with regard to the culural-contexnral $rucfirres. This applies to
religious affiliation as well as to the birth cohorts as, for example,
shown in the specid intergenerational relations of the'West German
1968 protest generation, which cannot be found in East Germany.

Based on these findings, one can assume that - in the long run -
East Germany family relations will become weaker because of the
ffansformation process. This can already be seen in the increasing
geographical mobiliry of East Germans, which rurned our to be the
most in{luentid determinant of closer or wealcer intergenerariond
relations in the foregoing andyses. Also, new confl.icts berween East
German adult children and their parents may well erupt. The'tlfest
German members of rhe 1968 protest generarion argued with their
parents because of the parents' Nationd Socialistic past and because
of their own freer lifesryle, for instance. A similar porenrial conflict
might occur in the case of the younger East German generation and
their parents. Both scenarios, deding with the socialistic past of the
parent (generation) as well as the quich assimilation of East German
young adults into Western sociery, might decrease the closeness of
intergenerational relations.

In the short run, however, East German intergenerational
relations may even become closer (see, for example, Diewald et d.,
1995). One can assume, for example, a new solidariry between East
German parenrs and their adult children due to the transformation
process. On the one hand, deskilling, unemployment and job
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insecuriry generally put a strain on family relations (see, for example,
Meyer and Schulze, 1992). On the other, the changing political,
economic, and culrurd environment may lead to an increased need
for a'safe haven'. Additionally, both parents and children are affeded
by the ongoing changes. Thus potential conflids between parents and
children may well be delayed. This may especidly apply to the
intergenerationd relations of those parents and children who are both
staying in East Germany.

In general, it is unlikely that East German family relations will
become like 

'$7est 
German relations in the near future. Even if the

younger, more flexible East German adults adapt themselves
relatively quickly to the new economic, social and political structures
of a united Germany, they will still have to deal with parents whose
socialization and family experiences are characterized by the
conditions in the Gerrran Democratic Republic.

It will be possible to examine the changes in the East German
family relations furrher, once the data of the GSOEP-survey n 1996
are available.

8 1
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Endnotes

1. Freie Universirät Berlin,Institut ftir Soziologie, Babelsberger Str.
1+16, D-10715 Berlin, Germany. E-MaiL szydlik@zdx.fu-berlin.de.
I am grateful to Martin Kohli, Uli Pöaer and Anne Foner for helpful
cofnfngnts.

2. A close relationship does not mean that there won't be any
conflicts. On the contrary: greater closeness in the relationship can,
in fact, be expressed through open arguments or can even be based
on them. Stierlin (19762203f.). for exanple, Flks about a "loving
quarrel,n which might lead to a nmutud liberatioo in the context of
these generation conflicts.' Intergenerational relations can dso be too
close, however (for example, in the case of adult children, who cannot
stand on their own feet and are unable to break away from their
pzuents or in the case of parents who cling too much to their children
(Stierlin, L976:204).

3. The variables used in the andyses are represented in itdics.

4. The importance of t}le single variables can be specified through a
comparison of ttre figures with the table. Thus the acnral influence of
ttre single fadors with the others controlled in the multivariate
analyses can be obserwed.

5. Here I analyzedthe extent to which the general effecrs can dso be
found in the single sex-specific intergenerationd relations and to what
extent the closeness between mothers and daughters, for example,
depends on other determinants as compared to the relations between
fathers and sons or daughters and mothers.

6. A greater number of family rnembers could decrease rhe closeness
of the relation because one's own attention and available dme has to
be distributed to a number of persons. The thesis that the apped of
grandchildren has a positive influence on the relation between p:uents
and their adult children, however, cannot be confirmed.
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7. It cannot be excluded empiricdly that these coefficients are due to
age or tamily cycle effecrs, rather than to a cohort effect; theoretically
this seems to be less likely, though. Furrhermore, zuch porenrid
age-related differences are controlled for in the case of simuhaneous
estimates including a number of variables (among orhers, hedth,
marital status, religious affiliation, children in the household; see also
lüüragner and Seaerst en, 199 6; Szydlik, 199 5).

8. Since a determination of an explained variance is not possible in
the case of ordered probit models as it would be in regression analyses,
a solution is to compare the single independent variables with regard
to the difference between the smallest and the grearesr value.
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